
SM5X0 SERIES 
ASETEK 92 mm AIO MOUNT ASSEMBLY GUIDE  



NOTE: Sliger does NOT include the crews for attaching the fan to the radiator. We 
recommend 4x .750” long 6-32 Phillips #2 flat head screws. 

ASSEMBLE THE AIO 
Pictured below is the recommended fan mounting and tube configuration for the 

ASETEK 92mm AIO for our SM5X0 series cases. 
 

Note the orientation of the tubes, fan and fan wire. 

 
  



REAR FAN 
Your secondary fan (or 4x SSD / 3.5” HDD bracket) must be positioned before 

installing the AIO. DO NOT SCREW IT INTO POSITION YET. 
  



Attach the AIO bracket to the radiator so the hoses are towards the GPU side of the 
case, and the two mount hardware holes are towards the rear of the case. 

NOTE: the 4x screws used for bottom of AIO are ¼“ 6-32 PFH #2 black. 

AIO BRACKET  



From the motherboard side insert the assembly at an approximate 45 degree angle to 
tuck radiator right angle hose connectors under the center spine. The rest of the 

assembly should then be able to slide straight in. 

INSERT ASSEMBLY  



CHECK CLEARANCE 
  The below image illustrates where the tubes should be resting once the radiator is 

successfully placed. This position prevents any kinks in AIO hoses. 



TIME TO SCREW 
 

  
Install the AIO bracket with the 2x M3 flat head screws provided with the AIO bracket. 

Your 120mm fan can then be screwed into position. 
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